Under uniform integrability condition, some Weak Laws of large numbers are established for weighted sums of random variables generalizing results of Rohatgi, Pruitt and Khintchine. Some Strong Laws of Large Numbers are proved for weighted sums of pairwise independent random variables generalizing results of Jamison, Orey and Pruitt and Etemadi.
Let X n, n be a sequence of real random variables defined on a probability space (, B, P) and ank, n _> I, k _> a double array of real numbers. Limit theorems have been studied in the literature for the sequence Z ankXk, n _> of weighted sums k>l of the sequence X n, n _> under some conditions on the double array of numbers and on the distribution of the sequence X n, n I. Jamison , Orey and Pruitt [4] studied almost sure convergence of weighted sums under the assumption that the sequence X n, n _> is independently identically distributed with EIXII =. One of the objects of this paper is to extend the result of Jamison, Orey and Pruitt [4] on almost sure convergence to cover the case of pairwise independent identically distrubuted sequences X n, n with EIXII < =. Recently, Etemadi [3] has shown that Strong Law of Large Numbers is valid for sequences X n, n which are pairwise independent identically distributed with EIXII < . The main result of Section 3 covers Etemadi's result.
Our second objective in this paper is to study convergence in probability of the sequence of weighted sums described above. Convergence in probability has been studied under the following condition.
(B) There is a random variable X on [ (I). Rohatgi [7, Theorem i, p. 305] showed that E ank(Xk EXk), n k>1 converges to 0 in probability under the following conditions.
(i) X n, n is independent.
(ii) (B) holds with s i.
(iii) The double array ank, n ! i, k of real numbers satisfies (i) and (ii) of
In view of the remarks made in the introduction, Theorem generalizes this result of Rohatgi. (Also, this result of Rohatgi was a generalization of a result of Pruitt [6, Theorem i, p. 770] who started with the assumption that the sequence X n, n ! is independently identically distributed with EIXII ). Moreover, our proof is simpler than the one presented by Rohatgi. The essential difference in the proofs lies in the fact that we truncate each X n at a fixed point a, where as Rohatgi truncated X n at a n with a n varying with n. To illustrate the power of Theorem over Theorem of Rohatgi, consider the following example. Let X n, n _> be a sequence of pairwise independent random variable with X n having the following probability law. Let a n n be a sequence of positive numbers satisfying lim max (ai/An) 0, where n l<i<n n A n l ai, n _> I. Let N(n) be the number of positive integers k _> such that i=l (Ak/ak) <n, n O. If N(n)/n < r for every n > for some constant r 0, then n Z (ak/An)Xk, n _> converges to EX a.e.[P]. k=l PROOF. The proof is carried out in the following three major steps.
Since + each of the sequences X n, n _> and X, n _> satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem, we can assume, without loss of generality, that each X n _>0" For each k _> I, let (2). Kolmogorov's inequality plays a crucial role in the standard proof offered in many te.t books for Kolmogorov's Strong Law of Large Numbers. This inequality, as it stands, cannot be commandeered for pairwise independent sequences of random variables.
The idea of establishing convergence along some special subsequences is taken from Etemadi [3] but his technique has been modified extensively in the above proof to suit our needs. Also, Theorem 4 strengthens the conclusion of Theorem 5.2.2 of Chung [2, p. 109] from convergence in probability to convergence almost everywhere [P] .
There are sequences a n n of positive numbers such that lim max ak/An 0 n+ <k<n but N(n)/n, n is unbounded. See Jamison, Orey and Pruitt [4, p.43 ]. In such a case, 
